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Abstract: Brain tumor is a collection or mass of abnormal cells 

in the brain. Contemporarily, brain tumor is turning out a major 

cause of death of many persons. The earnestness of mind tumor is 

vast among all kinds of cancers. Consequently, human life can be 

saved by the immediate detection of tumor and proper treatment 

to be done. Due to the abnormal formations of tumor cell, their 

detection becomes a complex task. It is very necessary to analyze 

mind tumor from MRI therapy. Brain tumor is classified into 

three types: Normal, Benign and Malignant. The neural network 

will be used to classify the phase of brain tumor that is benign, 

malignant or normal. Extraction of features can be done by the 

help of gray- level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM). Picture 

compression and picture recognition can be done with the help of 

Principal Component Analysis method (PCA) and also reduced 

the dimensionality of data. Classification of mind tumor is done by 

the help of probabilistic neural network (PNN). K-means 

clustering algorithm is used for Segmentation process and the 

detection of mind tumor spread region to be done. Numbers of 

defect cells are finding in the spread regions. PNN is quick process 

and also gives better classification accuracy. Simulation is done via 

MATLAB software. 
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1. Introduction 

The Brain tumor is the one of the dangerous disease which 

causes death of many the person at all over the world. We can 

predict that the ratio of number of patient’s are rapidly increased 

in future also. If we will marked that preliminarily and rapidly 

detect that disease, it provides effective treatment in the proper 

time.  

The progressive improvement in image processing and soft 

computing technologies is very helpful to understanding 

medical images and it gives earlier diagnosis. Now a day the 

way to detect, analyze and treat cancers has become a huge 

research area. Cutting-edge imaging generation are already life 

shaving. 

Consequences in order to detect cancer earlier and it should 

be diagnosing the aliment but, to achieve development in the 

efficiency and accuracy of diagnoses and treatment. 

Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) is the best suitable and  

 

efficient technology that is being more useful now a day for 

diagnosis of brain tumor. MRI Imaging technology are 

basically uses a powerful magnetic area, radio frequency pulses 

and a PC for producing a specific images of soft tissues and 

organs. These are more helpful for doctors to detect any 

underlying medical issues. As compared to the computed 

tomography (CT) scan, MRI images are mostly preferred for 

the diagnosis of tumor. Besides, they have no any adverse 

effects on human body because they do not use any kind of 

radiation as it is utilizing radio waves and powerful magnetic 

field. Also, MRI images produces more effective results as 

compared to CT scan as it is generated higher contrast between 

various kinds of soft tissues of the body. 

Automatic detection and categorization are advantageous 

than manual counterpart. Authors here propounded that the 

accuracy of automatic detection and class of picture could be 

vigorous challenge whether or not it may be medical picture of 

interior human brain tumor or other herbal image. His work 

provides a hybrid device for diagnosing the diseases (automated 

category) via employ on medical MRI images.  

MRI images as well as natural images are very important for 

human life. This work gives an efficient and quick way for 

diagnosis of brain tumor. This introduced system consists 

broadly three steps: the pre-processing image are one of the 

primary step. Subsequently Discrete Wavelet Transform is 

provided prior to the extraction of features. Lastly, the tumor 

category is categorized by using a Probabilistic Neural Network 

PNN. 

The brain tumor is interpreted visually by the doctors and 

radiologists which is monotonous and fatigue process 

especially when lots of patients are reside in intensive care 

which are required frequent observations. This process 

normally calls for a magnified glass and may be leading to 

different and inaccurate diagnosis, but if it was dealing with 

human life this is not acceptable.  

That’s why, we will need the higher accurate medical 

prognosis system or PC aided analysis gadget were highlighted. 

Pc aided system of diagnosis is required in scientific institutions 

because it may help the radiologist and doctors to made a 

decision by provided computer result as like an another 
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secondary advice.  

2. Stages in Automated Tumor Classification 

A. Feature Extraction 

Feature extraction are those step which are responsible for 

extracting all possible traits in medical images MRI that are 

very helpful in effective diagnosing of mind tumor without 

concerning any effect of excessive dimensionally. 

B. Feature Selection 

Feature selection are those step which are responsible for 

decreasing the dimensionality that can be carried out by 

elimination of irrelevant or unnecessary features and searching 

for the best effective features to neglect the reason of 

dimensionality and also decreasing computational complexity.  

C. Classification 

In these step, solving those kind of issues which is arrived 

when an images desires to be assigned into a predefined 

organizations or classes basically based on some located 

features.  

3. Challenges in Brain Tumor Classification using MRI 

Images 

The detection and categorization of brain tumors from MRI 

images have some vital challenges and further classification. 

These challenges includes, 

 Disturbances and noise effect on MRI picture. 

 The arbitrary variations and instantaneous change in the 

value of pixels making most Fourier tools inappropriate 

for the analysis of MRI image. 

 Exact isolated place of tumor in case when there are any 

tumors present. 

 Acquiring important image parameters with tumors and 

another one without tumors. 

 Correctly classified the MRI images setting on the 

obtained parameters. 

 Making a suitable neural network model which would 

work correctly in the classification of an image. 

 Educating such a kind of network. 

 Tested that network. 

Therefore, designing a fully automatic and efficient system 

of medical diagnosis is great challenge. Typically, such medical 

determination system having capacity to perform three mains 

sequentially subtasks namely such as: feature extraction, 

feature selection and their classification.  

4. Processing Digital Image and Associated Problems 

We can represented an image like a two dimensional 

function, I= f(x, ys) where x and y are spatial co-ordinates i.e. 

co-ordinates corresponding to the space or location. In that 

present context, we need to estimate images with mind tumors. 

The conventional method for MRI brain image class and the 

detection of tumors is done by the help of human inspection. 

Operator aided category techniques are not suitable for larger 

size of quantities of statistics and are also non-reproducible. 

 
Fig. 1. Typical brain tumor MRI image 

5. Method 

A. Artificial Neural Networks  

The absolute mathematical model of the neuron or the neural 

network NN can be visualized graphically or the pictorial 

version may be mathematically modeled. The neural 

community layout may be modeled as mathematically and more 

complex layout of neural network having a more complexity of 

the tasks that may be executed through the neural community. 

The above mentioned concept can be shown by the using of 

subsequent diagram of figure 2. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Mathematical model of neural network 

B. Probabilistic Neural Network (PNN) 

PNN is basically designed on the basis of the principle of 

Bayesian network and the evaluation of opportunity density 

function. This idea enables for fee feature which represents the 

fact that it could be riskier in the misclassification of a vector 

that is truly a member of sophistication A although it is 

categorized as a vector which belongs to elegance B. PNN is 

generally used for type hassle. It is working as a supervised 

classifier. Our sampled records set to it as entered and the 

information is then deal with through numerous different layers. 

6. Conclusion 

The analysis suggested a novel yet comprehensive approach 

in the classification of brain tumor by comparing Artificial 

Neural Network and Probabilistic Neural Network This work 

focuses primarily on two key aspects of the classification 

problems viz. data pre-processing that is raw by using the 

networks. Since the pictures of MRI can be consisting of 

disturbances and degradations in the form of noise and random 

variations, in future it is become necessarily to remove them 
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with the help of some special suitable tool. 
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